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txt ~REPACK~.txt The list of changes contains the following information for each version: - The ID used to download the file,
which you should use in order to upload changes to it - The URL to the download location - The name of the file you
downloaded and changed - The URL to the location where you changed the file If a change is made that involves a lot of
content, you can click the Edit Download URL link to view the full details of the change. When you're ready to commit your
changes, you can click the Upload button to upload the new version. Clicking Upload will prompt you to choose whether or not
you want to replace the previous version. The download URL that was present in the previous version will remain displayed. In
order to upload a different version, the download URL must not have changed. ![The Upload screen, showing the "Edit
download URL" link](images/repack/browse-repack-edit-download-url.png) If you check the "Preserve URL", a link will be
displayed that allows you to return to the previous version. This is primarily useful if you want to reverse your change. This link
can be useful when you want to commit a change and return to the previous version before making further changes. ![The
Upload screen, showing the "Preserve URL" link](images/repack/browse-repack-preserve-url.png) ## Editing The Repack
command line tool is not limited to just adding or removing files. You can also change the description of files, add and remove
folders, and set permissions for files and folders. These actions are described below. ![The Repack command line
tool](images/repack/commandline-tool-repack-command.png) The Repack command line tool has two modes of operation: `Local`: This mode connects to the server you're repacking and operates as if you were right on the server. This allows you to use
the command line without affecting your local version of the file. - `Remote`: This mode allows you to use the command line on
your local computer, and the result will be sent to the server. This allows you to operate on a file that is not the current version.
The file will be downloaded and stored locally before being uploaded. When you f3e1b3768c
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